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Continuity is overrated
(...sometimes)
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If a theorem is false in one 
of the varieties and true in 
another on it can neither 
be proven nor disproven 
in BISH

     provability



     terms & conditions

If not mentioned otherwise by function I mean functions 
of type [0,1]→ℝ.

By “continuous” I mean point-wise continuous (usual 
definition).

Countable/dependent choice is used.



     continuity

The foundations of constructive mathematics are closely 
linked to continuity:

• In INT all functions are continuous (axiom).
• In RUSS all functions are continuous (proven feature).
• In BISH all functions one works with are continuous (focus).
• ...



     continuity

Do we have to assume that all functions are continuous?



     continuity

Well, the existence of a non-continuous map implies WLPO. 
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Weak Limited Principle of Omniscience (WLPO): 
For every binary sequence (an)n≥1 either

∀n  αn=0   or   ¬∀n  αn=0.

Limited Principle of Omniscience (LPO): For every binary 
sequence (an)n≥1 either

∀n  αn=0   or   ∃n  αn=1 .
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function is continuous.

Can we test a function for continuity?
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But working in BISH we don’t know if an arbitrary 
function is continuous.

Can we test a function for continuity?

Yes we can ...sometimes.



Everything relies on a clever trick with a rich history:

Brouwer, Kreisel-Lacombe-Shoenfield, Bishop, Ishihara,...

Details in a paper by Martin Escardó.

http://www.cs.bham.ac.uk/~mhe/papers/omniscient-journal.pdf
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http://www.cs.bham.ac.uk/~mhe/papers/omniscient-journal.pdf
http://www.cs.bham.ac.uk/~mhe/papers/omniscient-journal.pdf


     the clever part

Let ℕ* be the space of all increasing binary sequences 
(with the usual metric)

With classical logic we have ℕ* = {n : n∈ℕ} ∪ {ω}
(to be precise this equality is equivalent to LPO)

Write n for 0n1111... and ω for 0000...; that is
0 = 1111111...
1 = 0111111...
2 = 0011111...
3 = 0001111...

 ⋮
ω = 000000....



Now consider a function p: ℕ*→{0,1}
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Now consider a function p: ℕ*→{0,1}

1. assume p(ω)=0
2. define α(n) = p(n)
3. wlog α is increasing
4. now look at p(α)
5. if p(α)=0 we know that p must be 

constant zero

6. if p(α)=1 we have found a witness 

that p is not constant zero

     the clever part



That means that for any p: ℕ*→{0,1} we can decide

∀ n∈ℕ  p(n)=0   or   ∃ α∈ℕ*  p(α)=1

If p is strongly extensional we can even get

∀ α∈ℕ*  p(α)=0   or   ∃ n∈ℕ  p(n)=1

     the clever part
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stronger than ¬(x=y)
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Every function f:X→Y such 
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What does strongly extensional mean?

Weak Markov Principle 
⇔ 

Every function f:X→Y such 
that X is separable is strongly 

extensional
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f is strongly extensional if
 f(x)≠f(y) ⟹ x≠y
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But the fun doesn’t stop here

We can actually iterate this idea!

 If p: ℕ*→{0,1} is strongly extensional and such that p(ω)=0 
we can decide whether

•There is n∈ℕ such that p(α)=0 for all α≥n
•There exists a sequence (αn)n≥0 → ω such that p(αn)=1

     the clever part



But the fun doesn’t stop here

Without strong extensionality

 If p: ℕ*→{0,1} is strongly extensional and such that p(ω)=0 
we can decide whether

•It is impossible that there is no n∈ℕ such that p(m)=0 for all 

m>n
•There exists a sequence (αn)n≥0 → ω such that p(αn)=1

     the clever part



     continuity

That means we can decide in BISH whether 
a strongly extensional p: ℕ*→{0,1} is 
continuous or not

Is this exciting?1 INT CLASS

RUSS

BISH

1 Not a rethorical question.



     continuity

The most prominent incarnation of this trick in BISH is in 
the proofs of Ishihara’s tricks.



     Ishihara’s tricks — first trick

Let f be a strongly extensional mapping of a complete metric 
space X into a metric space Y, and let (xn)n≥1 be a sequence in 
X converging to a limit x. 

Then for all positive numbers a,b with 0<a<b  either 
d(f(xn),f(x)) > a for some n or d(f(xn),f(x)) < b for all n.

f

X Y
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space X into a metric space Y, and let (xn)n≥1 be a sequence in 
X converging to a limit x. 

Then for all positive numbers a,b with 0<a<b  either 
d(f(xn),f(x)) > a infinitely often or d(f(xn),f(x)) < b 
eventually.



     Ishihara’s tricks — second trick

Let f be a strongly extensional mapping of a complete metric 
space X into a metric space Y, and let (xn)n≥1 be a sequence in 
X converging to a limit x. 

Then for all positive numbers a,b with 0<a<b  either 
d(f(xn),f(x)) > a infinitely often or d(f(xn),f(x)) < b 
eventually.

In the blue case LPO holds.



     Ishihara’s tricks — second improvement

This seems folklore!

It also leads to the usual pattern 
of applying Ishihara’s tricks in BISH
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     Ishihara’s tricks — a last application

Ishihara’s tricks allow for a simple, axiomatic proof of the 
statement that all functions are continuous



     a simple proof of Ceitin’s theorem

(weak)
Markov’s 
Principle

⟹ Every function is strongly 
extensional

Ishihara’s 
tricks

⟹
¬LPO implies that every strongly 
extensional function is sequentially 

continuous

¬LPO

Every function is sequentially continuous
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metric space is point-wise 
continuous
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     a simple proof of Ceitin’s theorem

(weak) 
Markov’s 
Principle

⟹ Every function is strongly 
extensional

Ishihara’s 
tricks ⟹

¬LPO

Every function is point-wise continuous

BD-N ⟹ Every sequentially continuous map 
is point-wise continuous

¬LPO implies that every strongly 
extensional function is sequentially 

continuous



     the intermediate value theorem

A similar situation:

It is well known that the intermediate value theorem is not 
provable in BISH
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     the intermediate value theorem

However, an approximate version is provable with the usual 
interval halving technique.

That is if f is continuous, f(0)<0<f(1) and ε>0 then there 
exists x such that |f(x)|<ε.
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     the intermediate value theorem

Notice that we can do the entire construction without assuming 
continuity!
What do we get?

If f is an arbitrary function, f(0)<0<f(1) and ε>0 then either 

• there exists x with |f(x)|<ε or 

• there exists x with f(x)>0 and xn → x with f(xn)<0 
(or < and > switched)



     the intermediate value theorem

Notice that we can do the entire construction without assuming 
continuity!
What do we get?

If f is an arbitrary function, f(0)<0<f(1) and ε>0 then either 

• there exists x with |f(x)|<ε or 

• WLPO holds (LPO if f is strongly extensional).



     the intermediate value theorem

Notice that we can do the entire construction without assuming 
continuity!
What do we get?

If f is an arbitrary function, f(0)<0<f(1) and ε>0 then either 

• there exists x with |f(x)|<ε or 

• or |f(x)|≥ε for all x∈ℚ.  



     a small interlude

A cu!"s observation
Remember the following scenario

 If p: ℕ*→{0,1} is strongly extensional and 

such that p(ω)=0 we can decide whether

•It is impossible that there is no n∈ℕ such 

that p(α)=0 for all α>n
•There exists a sequence (αn)n≥0 → ω 

such that p(αn)=1 



     a small interlude

A cu!"s observation
Let’s assume the first alternative holds 1

 If p: ℕ*→{0,1} is strongly extensional and 

such that p(ω)=0 we can decide whether

•It is impossible that there is no N∈ℕ such 

that p(α)=0 for all α>N
•There exists a sequence (αn)n≥0 → ω 

such that p(αn)=1 

1 maybe because you assume that LPO is wrong.
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A cu!"s observation
It is impossible that there is no N∈ℕ such 

that p(α)=0 for all α>N
  (and we can decide whether we have 
found such an N)



     a small interlude

A cu!"s observation

We cannot, in general, find N.
We can, however, using the same techniques as 
above, to say whether N is odd or even! 
In fact we can answer any decidable question 
about N before we have found it.

It is impossible that there is no N∈ℕ such 

that p(α)=0 for all α>N
  (and we can decide whether we have 
found such an N)



     a small interlude

A cu!"s observation

What is happening here? 1

1 Again, not a rethorical question.



     Ishihara’s tricks — a last application

90% of a theorem (work in progress).

We can constructively extend a continuous function f:2ℕ→ℝ to 

one f:[0,1]→ℝ

Think of 2ℕ as Cantor’s middle third set.
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     Ishihara’s tricks — a last application

90% of a theorem (work in progress).

We can constructively extend a strongly extensional function 
f:2ℕ→ℝ to one f:[0,1]→ℝ



thanks for listening

“meaningful distinctions deserve to 
be preserved”

E. Bishop


